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Proposal of Camera Gesture Recognition System 

Using Motion Recognition Algorithm

Yu-Sung Moon*, Jung-Won Kim*
★

Abstract

This paper is about motion gesture recognition system, and proposes the following improvement to the flaws of 

the current system: a motion gesture recognition system and such algorithm that uses the video image of the 

entire hand and reading its motion gesture to advance the accuracy of recognition. The motion gesture 

recognition system includes, an image capturing unit that captures and obtains the images of the area applicable

for gesture reading, a motion extraction unit that extracts the motion area of the image, and a hand gesture 

recognition unit that read the motion gestures of the extracted area. The proposed application of the motion 

gesture algorithm achieves 20% improvement compared to that of the current system.
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Ⅰ. Introduction

Gesture Recognition technology requires a 

gesture sensor that can receive gesture data, and 

there are two types of gesture sensors: a contact 

method that obtain data through the user’s 

physical contact of the sensor or the device, and 

a non-contact method that obtain data through 

long-range or short-range sensors[1]. As the 

contact method require user’s physical contact 

of the sensor, it provides a comparatively more 

accurate data from the gesture but the inconvenience 

of physical contact could also act as a disadvantage. 

In contrast, the non-contact method more 

convenience for the user as it does not require 

any physical contact to the sensor or a device. It 

also allows the user with freer movements, 

however, there are limits to the range and 

distance depending on each sensor and the 

device or the environment may affect the 

accuracy of its data. As such, there are many 

studies and improvements regarding wearable 

sensors that incorporate the pros and cons of 

these two methods. In order to read motion 

gestures, studies that use hand coordination data 

have been using models like the HMM (Hidden 

Markov Model), DBN(Dynamic Bayesian Network), 

CRF(Conditional Random Field), or its alternative 

models for time-series analysis [2],[3],[4]. When 

using the data of hand shapes, it analyzes the 3D 

data obtained by TOF(Time of Flight) or a stereo 

camera to catch the structural characteristics of 
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the hand or boosting the shape data of the 

hand. Figure 1.1 is an example of hand gesture 

recognition to control device around the car. 

There are various areas to alternatively utilize 

the hand gesture as it is one of the most 

effective and accurate motion gesture to deliver 

an intention [5], [6].

Fig. 1.1. Hand gesture applied to the car mirror.

Motion gesture recognition receives a lot of 

attention for its efficiency in natural interaction 

and information exchange between devices and the 

user, and its use in developing smart IT devices.

This paper is composed as following: Chapter 

1 introduction, Chapter 2 will introduce motion 

gesture recognition, Chapter 3 explains about 

the results of the experiment, and Chapter 4 will 

assess the paper based on the results and suggest 

improvements to further conclude.

Ⅱ. Motion Gesture Recognition

Fig. 2.1. Composition of the motion gesture recognition 

system.

The motion gesture recognition system, as 

shown in fig. 2.1, consists of a image capturing 

unit that captures and obtains the images of the 

area applicable for gesture reading, a motion 

extraction unit that extracts the hand area of the 

image, and a hand gesture recognition unit that 

read the motion gestures from the extracted 

images of the motion[7][8].

The motion extraction unit creates the initial 

binary image, as shown in fig. 2.2 (a), and 

undergoes a second binary threshold that results 

in an image like fig. 2.3 (a). As such, the 

applicable motion area undergoes the second 

binary threshold to extract the motion area that 

result in images like fig. 2.3 (b).

 

Fig. 2.2. (a)Image             (b)1st binary threshold

 

Fig. 2.3. (a) 2nd binary threshold

(b) recognition area of the initial data.

Fig. 2.4. Motion Gesture Recognition Algorithm.
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Recog
Target

Researcher Recognitio
n rate (%)A B C D

Right 68 66 70 72 69

Left 73 70 71 74 72

Top 82 79 82 77 80

Bottom 83 80 84 85 83

Teble 3.1. Test result before applying algorithm.

The motion area extraction unit first detects 

the motion area by applying the motion gesture 

recognition algorithm, shown in fig. 2.4, to the 

initial binary image, compares it with a preset 

maximum data, and extracts the motion area 

greater than the maximum data. When the 

motion area extraction unit detects finds more 

than 2 motion areas whilst undergoing the 

motion area extract process shown in fig. 2.5, it 

detects the 2 greatest applicable motion areas.

Fig. 2.5. The process of motion area extraction.

When the motion area extraction unit finds 

less than 2 motion areas, it detects the applicable 

motion area given. And if it does not find any 

motion area greater than the maximum data, the 

unit will decide that no applicable motion area 

exists in the image. The motion gesture recognition 

unit detects the gesture recognition area through 

adaptive binarization of the extracted motion 

area, and reads the motion gesture based on the 

number of those gesture recognition area detected.

Ⅲ. The result of the experiment

In order to assess the performance of the 

camera gesture recognition system, four different 

gestures, shown in fig. 3.1, have been subjects to 

the recognition experiment.

 

 

Fig. 3.1. Recognition experiment of right, left, top, bottom.

Each gesture frames have been separated from 

a continuous movement to assess the performance 

of the recognition system – it consists of four 

different gestures: right, left, top, and bottom. The 

x, y coordination of the right hand have been 

extracted for the procedure, and 4 people have 

each tested to extract their x, y coordination 

100 times for the experiment. The table 3.1 

shows the result before applying the algorithm. 

It finds a low recognition rate as it misinterprets 

right, left gesture as top, bottom gesture. Further 

analysis of the misinterpreted gesture data allowed 

to understand that the gesture pattern of “right” 

and “top” or “left” and “bottom” commonly showed 

resemblance. In order to minimize the misinterpretation 

caused by resemblance of the gesture patterns, 

the next test applied an algorithm that resulted 

in a table like tab. 3.2. The comparison analysis 

between tab. 3.1 and tab 3.2 proves that application 

of the algorithm is necessary to minimize misint- 

erpretation. From tab. 3.3 the test result shows 
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that 20% of gesture recognition rate has been 

improved after applying the algorithm.

Teble 3.2. Test result after applying the algorithm.

Recog
Target

Researcher Recognition 
rate (%)A B C D

Right 88 91 94 95 92

Left 93 94 98 95 95

Top 100 100 100 100 100

Bottom 96 98 100 98 98

Teble 3.3. Comparison table of the gesture recognition 

rate before and after applying the algorithm.

Recognition
Target

Recognition rate 
before algorithm(%)

Recognition rate 
after algorithm(%)

Right 69 92

Left 72 95

Top 80 100

Bottom 83 98

Result 76 96.25

Ⅳ. Conclusion

This paper proposes a motion gesture recognition 

system and such algorithm for live gesture 

categorization. The data has been collected through 

an experiment of 4 different gestures done by 4 

different people 100 times in a continuous 

movement. Through this experiment testing the 

performance of the recognition rate of the 

proposed algorithm, it was found that the proposed 

method achieved a 20% higher accuracy. Increasing 

the number of detected motion area from 1 to 2 

or more motion areas improved the detection of 

motions and increased the accuracy rate. In 

addition, the higher accuracy rate allowed live 

gesture recognition. Experiments shall apply 

more types of gestures and increase the number 

of models for further study.
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